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Presentation Notes
Information and Communication Industry faces new challenge on the emergence of the Internet of Things (IoT) innovation. Its cutting edge bloomed in Silicon Valley for IOT which works the involvement of AI (Artificial Intelligence) big data and robots. “Industrial Internet” is a key word for IoT in USA.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Woman tends to retire after getting marriage, or taking care of child and nursing parents in Japan. Most of woman think only a small number of women can pursue leadership positions. Moreover, in Japan, we have to choose whether we want to have a career or be a mother, we can't do both.Japanese prime minister Shinzo Abe wants to shore up Japan's status as the world's third biggest economy by placing more women in the workforce. In Japan, where 70 per cent of Japanese women stop working permanently after having their first child.There is a perspective in society that it's natural for women to look after children at home. My male colleagues don't understand about being a mother and having a career.This mismatch may happen not only in Japan but also in other countries.



Issues for Women in Aging Japan  

Triple difficulty: 

Declining Birthrate /Super Ageing / Declining 
population 

 

 

Increase of caregivers and nursing personnel 

 

 

Increased employment for females 
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Source: National Institute of Population Continuing working before and after first childbirth 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Examination Policy for Growth Strategy Evolution under “Abenomics”【The Industrial Competitiveness Council, Jan. 2014 】To realize a ‘Japan where women can shine.’Compile concrete actions by the middle of 2014, and take these actions boldlyWorking before the childbirth 70.7% 	→Rate of mother’s who continued working after childbirth 26.8%	Source; the 14th Basic survey on childbirth trend, National Institute of Population and Social Security ResearchGoal (1): Ratio of woman continuing working before and after first childbirth  	38%(2010)→50％(2015年)→55％(2020年)Goal (2):Rate of Men’s taking child-care leave	2.63%(2011)→10%(2015年)→13%(2020年)Current situation in Japan →　Aging/population 25% (2015)→40%(2050)Japan is the global frontrunner on the “Super Aging Society.” This situation will spread through the whole world by 2050. This problem will become one of the most serious economic issues not only in Japan but throughout the world(Especially in China).The issue of the aging society will be a “post-environmental issue.”Japan is the only country which faces a decrease in population, a low birthrate, and a super-aging society.The role of women will be required for both of taking care of children and nursing parents.



Factors that make “work-life balance” difficult 

1. Inconvenient working hours (65.4%) 

2. Lack of workplace atmosphere (49.5%) 

3. Insufficient physical strength (49.5%) 
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What are some solutions that can reduce 
the burden on women? 

Innovation by  
AI (Artificial Intelligence)/ IoT/ Robotics/Bigdata 

will change the work style 



Jobs which can  
be supported by ICT innovation  
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2015                       2020                     2025                                 2030 

Diagnostic imaging  
Advertisement 

Security, Marketing 

Automated operations  
System logistics 
E-Agriculture 

Translation 
Interpretation 

Housework 
Nursing Care 
Communication  

Education, Secretary,  
Deskwork 



ICT or Human Workers in Ageing Society?  

• The jobs of 49％ of employees in Japan will be performable by 
ICT innovation including AI by 2030. ※ 
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• Differentiation of workers – ICT innocation vs Human(including women) 

• Creativity, management, and hospitality. 

• Face the feelings of the people, not the repetition of the same content, 
innovation, and development. 

• ICT Innovation can promote the social participation of women 

Advantages 
• Turnover due to child care and nursing 

care will decrease 
• Labor-saving (5 people taking care of 1 

aging → 1 people 1 aging) 

Disadvantages  

• Work that women have been engaged in is 
an alternative to AI 

• Reliance on human labor will be drastically 
reduced 

※ Nomura Research institute 



Conclusion and Suggestions 

The most important agenda for Ageing Society:  

1. To recognize the balance and quality of work for 
women  

2. To foster female careers in ICT   

3. To clarify the most required talent for females 

4. To provide sufficient education in “Creativity”, 
“Innovation” and “Human Communication” for 
young woman and “re-education” for senior 
woman  
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